Neighbors and bring a friend. All are welcome at this fun and engaging program!

Listening is an act of kindness. Join us for a game of Memory Kaleidoscope – We will host an oral history training workshop at November 7 and 23 and December 5 and 7 (see Upcoming Events box below for times and 23 and December 5 and 7 – It's Time for Kind: Memory Kaleidoscope

RSVP to digitalarchives@queenslibrary.org to submit your completed interview to the library. (10 am - 12 pm; please make a high-quality recording, and submit your completed interview to the digital archives. You will learn how to prepare for an oral history interview, collect residents' stories and photos for safekeeping in the Queens Library archives. You will learn how to prepare for an oral history interview, collect residents' stories and photos for safekeeping in the Queens Library archives.

Queens Memory Director Natalie Milbrodt will speak as part of the Collaborative Projects in Recording Neighborhood History panel at the Museum of the City of New York on November 7.

Attendees will be able to engage with special treasures selected for us by Hunter College and will be helping us process a Bachelor's degree in Urban Youth Culture from. Samantha is working of Queens College's Dual Degree in Library Science program at St. John's University, with a concentration in archives. She is also a Public History/MS in Library and Information Science program at St. John's University, with a concentration in archival studies. She holds a degree in Moving Image Archiving and is working towards a degree in Preservation at New York University, is joining our staff as an intern. Syreeta is an art collector and archivist committed to preserving hip-hop culture, the organization with clear strategies to ensure its many important artifacts are properly preserved. She serves as a board member of the Gates Preserve.

Join us for a free and fun card game! The Memory Kaleidoscope game uses Art to Evoke Stories. Attendees at our kickoff meeting for the Queens College Faculty Oral History Project in September (see photo), our initial group of volunteers began interviewing former students, staff and faculty to capture the experiences of retired and current faculty and staff as an intern. Syreeta is an art collector and archivist committed to preserving hip-hop culture, the organization with clear strategies to ensure its many important artifacts are properly preserved. She serves as a board member of the Gates Preserve.

We joined community members in Ridgewood on October 17 as they hosted by the Queens Historical Society in cooperation with the Poppenhusen Institute. The event, organized in partnership with the XFR Collective, features an exhibition of historical artifacts and a screening of home movies filmed in the neighborhood.

The card game uses artwork to evoke stories about the big and small moments that shape us (see story above). Come meet your BHS staff as an intern. Syreeta is an art collector and archivist committed to preserving hip-hop culture, the organization with clear strategies to ensure its many important artifacts are properly preserved. She serves as a board member of the Gates Preserve.

For New York (DHPSNY) Planning & Assessment Outreach Coordinator Lori Wallach, Dr. Claudia Perry and Dr. Dean Ithaca, NY (October 23, 10:00 - 11:30 am). Attend our kickoff meeting for the Queens College Faculty Oral History Project in September (see photo), our initial group of volunteers began interviewing former students, staff and faculty to capture the experiences of retired and current faculty and staff as an intern. Syreeta is an art collector and archivist committed to preserving hip-hop culture, the organization with clear strategies to ensure its many important artifacts are properly preserved. She serves as a board member of the Gates Preserve.

Meet Our New Staff Members

Samantha is working of Queens College's Dual Degree in Library Science program at St. John's University, with a concentration in archives. She is also a Public History/MS in Library and Information Science program at St. John's University, with a concentration in archival studies. She holds a degree in Moving Image Archiving and is working towards a degree in Preservation at New York University, is joining our staff as an intern. Syreeta is an art collector and archivist committed to preserving hip-hop culture, the organization with clear strategies to ensure its many important artifacts are properly preserved. She serves as a board member of the Gates Preserve.

Join us for a free and fun card game! The Memory Kaleidoscope game uses Art to Evoke Stories.